cal inquiry (rather than excoriating it as "bourgeois)", American scholars have found the possibility of objectivity much more problematical.2 Perhaps even more serious, the histories of the Soviet historical profession and the American have been very different and may be diverging in new ways even now. Americans have moved away from institutional history in recent years and show little sign of re-interesting themselves in it. And one may guess that the ideas and the intellectual circles of late Imperial Russia will continue to be more interesting to Soviet scholars than its state institutions. Still, the recurrent efforts to construct what is now universally referred to as civil society" links the turn of the 1990s with what non-Soviet scholars still call the era of the "Great Reforms."
American historians began to devote themselves to the serious study of Russian history only at the outset of the Cold War, and what they produced was much conditioned by it. It was first of all the enormous task of explaining the Russian Revolution that engaged these novice historians of modern Russia-liberals, conservatives, and a few radicals. The work produced was of an extremely varied quality, but just as Soviet historians were attempting to work out "how it had happened," so that they could make their version hegemonic, Western historians began to construct counter-versions of how it had really happened. Whether their starting points were liberal, conservative-conspiratorial, Freudian, or non-Party Marxist, the fact of the Cold War powerfully and sometimes subtly pressured them toward common views. As they became engaged in this task, they tended to leap frog back over work done in the Soviet period and base themselves on the populist-tinged liberal historiography of the the late Imperial period that had devoted so much attention to the struggle against the tsarist regime. Serious study of Russian history in the United States was insignificant until after 1945, but at that point, young American and 6migr6 historians began to familiarize themselves with the historiography of late Imperial Russia. As they set out to investigate the opposition to the Old Regime, which led to the Revolution, they steeped themselves in the work of historians like V. I. Semevskii, A. I. Pypin and A. A. Kornilov. Studies of radicalism and the revolutionary movement soon came to dominate European and especially American historiography and continued to do so until very recently.
In the last two decades, American and to a lesser extent German scholarship has finally turned its attention toward the institutions and personnel of
